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'I'his invention relates to improvements in 
building material and method of producing shad 
ed effects thereon, and is a continuation in part of 
my copending application Ser. No. 279,402 filed 

5 May 21, 1928. 
It is one of the objects of this invention tor pro 

vide an improved building material in which the 
surface thereof is formed in a. novel manner to` 
create shadow eifects in certain areas so as to 

10 simulate designs or lines of demarcation. 
A further object of this invention is to pro 

vide an improved method of producing shaded 
y‘effects in which certain portions of the surface 

. of the material are raised, said raised portions 
i15 creating shadow eiîects. > 

A more specific object of this invention is to 
provide improved building material and method 
of producing shaded effects thereon in which 
asphalt is applied in spaced apart dot-like forma 

20 
will produce shadows. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

improved ~building material having certain por 
tions of its area raised so as to space a superim 
posed unit therefrom when said units are laid on 
a roof to create air spaces for insulation purposes. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

improved building material which is simple and 
‘inexpensive to manufacture, attractive in appear 
ance, and well adapted for the purpose described. 
With the above and other objects in view, the 

invention consists of the improved building ma 
terial and method of Aproducing vshaded effects 

_ thereon, and all its parts and combinations as set 
35 forth in the claims, and all equivalents thereof. 
.- In the accompanying drawing illustrating one 

complete embodiment of the preferred form of 
the invention, in which the same reference numer 
als designate the same partsin all of the views: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a strip of the improved 
rooiing material; s - 

Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken on line 2-2 
of Fig. 1; 
,i Fig.- 3 is a plan view showing a pair of over 

45 lapping units as they appear when laid on a roof; 
’ and ‘ 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on line 4_4 of 
Fig. 3. 

Referring to the drawing, the numeral 8 desig 
50 nates a strip df the usual composition building 

material which comprises a fabric base 9 such as 
felt, having a coating of asphalt II) applied there 
to and having crushed mineral material II such 
as slate sprinkled over the asphalt and partially 

55 embedded therein. . 
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tion to create a plurality V«of raised portions which’ 

(Cl. 108-7) 

To create the novel design eiIect, additional 
asphalt is applied in dot-likeformation as at I2, 
said dots being spaced from one another and be 
_ing arranged in desired lines as shown in Fig. l, or 
in certain areasl as shown in Fig. 3. Additional 5 
crushed mineral material I3 is applied over said 
.raised portions I2. - ' 

The raised dotted areas .will naturally create 
shadows on the material and when a group of 
the umts laid on a roof is viewed from a distance.- 10 
the eifect will be substantially the same as though 
the designs or lines of demarcation were formed 
by using mineral material of two diil’erent shades. 
In the present invention, mineral material of one 
shade only is used, and the effect is accentuated 15 
by the shadows „produced by the raised portions. 

‘T The groups of spots I2 may be formed so that> 
the edges thereof will be suitable for associating 
with the edges of a strip to form desired ilgures. 
Also they may be formed by means of a cellulose 20 
material such as Duco, which readily dries, and 
hence will not stick to the other side of the 
strips as they are wound up into rolls. 0r these  
spots may be produced as raised figures by means y 
of a bituminous mineral only or in any other suit- 25 
able manner. 

If desired, the staggered raised‘areas may be 
applied over the 'entire surface of the material, 
thereby producing a-two-tone effect throughout. 
An advantageous feature of the invention is 30 

illustrated in Fig. 4 wherein it may be seen that ' 
when two units are placed in overlapping posi 
tion on a roof, that an air space I4 is created 
therebetween which will serve as additional in. 
sulation and which will prevent sweating between 35 v 
the elements. - 

It is to be understood that the raised portions 
may be applied in any arrangement desired and 
they may be utilized on building material of 
shape. It is further to be understood that the 4o 
invention 1 contemplates in addition all other 
changes and modiñcationswhich may come with- _ 
inthescopeoftheclaims. ,A f 
What I claim is: 

’ 1. As an article of manufacture, iiexible roonng 45 
material comprising a Ycomposition base, aßub 
stantially fiat and even bituminous adhesive layer , 
on said base presenting an interspersed-mineral 
layer, and a plurality of individual ̀ disconnected 
mineral surfaced bituminous overlays spaced in 50 
substantially close relation toeach other over 
said mineral layer and grouped to form distinc-` 

~ tive shingle effects and dividing said base into 
shingle configurations some composed of the min 
eral layer and others composed of said grouped 55‘ 
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2 
overlays, the shadow effect cast by said overlays 
serving to aid in distinguishing said conñgura 
tions from one another. ,Y 

2. As an article of manufacture flexible roofing 
material comprising a composition base, a sub 
stantially flat bituminous adhesive layer on said 
base` presenting an interspersed-mineral layer 
and a plurality of individual disconnected min 
eral surfaced Aoverlays of additional material 
having closed peripheries in the plane of the base, 
spaced in substantially close relation to each other 
over said mineral layer and grouped to form 
broken lines dividing said base into similar shingle 
configurations comprising the mineral layer, the 
shadow effects cast by said overlays combining 
therewith in assembly to form effective lines of 
demarcation for said configurations. 

3. A roof comprising a plurality of shingle ele 
ments of flexible rooñng material -each compris 
ing a composition base having a substantially 
:dat and even mineral surface layer thereon and 
having a plurality of individual, disconnected 
substantially small overlays of other material 
spaced in substantially close relation to each 
other over said surface layer and grouped to form 
distinctive shingle eiîects and dividing said base 
into shingle configurations some composed of the 
mineral layer and others composed of said grouped 
overlays, the shadows >cast by said overlays serv 
ing to accentuate the distinction between shingle 
conilgurations and said elements being laid in 
overlappingposition with the overlays serving to 
register the configurations and to create con 
nectixig pockets and spaces between the contact 
ing overlapping portions to aid in the air circula 
tion and insulation of the roof. , 

4. In a rooting assembly a plurality of over 
lapping shingle elements of flexible rooñng ma 
terial each comprising a composition base hav 
ing a substantially flat and even adhesive layer 
thereon presenting a mineral layer of inter 
spersed-mineral particles and having a plurality 
of individual, disconnected, mineral surfaced bi- _ 

2,009,617 
tuminous overlaysI spaced in substantially close 
relation to each other over said mineral layer and 
grouped ~to form distinctive shingle effects and 
dividing said base into shingle configurations 
some composed of the mineral layer and others 
composed of said grouped overlays, the shadows 
cast by said overlays serving to accentuate the 
distinction between shingle configurations and 
said elements being laid in overlapping courses 
with the overlays serving to register the con 
ñgurations so as to produce vertical rows and 
horizontal courses of alternating shingle eifects 
and providing connecting cells and spaces be 
tween the contacting overlapping portions for air 
circulation and thermal insulation. 

5. As an article of manufacture, roofing ma 
terial comprising a composition base, having a 
substantially ñat water-proonng layer thereon 
gripping a granular surfacing, and a plurality 
of individual disconnected raised portions of ad 
ditional material having closed peripheries in 
the plane of the base, spaced ln substantially 
close relation to each other over thesurface of 
said base and grouped to form broken lines divid- 
ing said base into shingle configurations, the 
shadow effects cast by said raised portions com 
bining 'therewith in assembly to form effective 
lines in demarcation for said configurations. i 

6. As an article vof manufacture, rooting ma 
terial comprising a composition base, a substan 
tially flat adhesive layer comprising bitumen on 
said base presenting an interspersed mineral 
layer, and a-plurallty of 'individual disconnected 
overlays of additional material including a gran 
ular wear resisting facing spaced.V in- substan 
tially close relation to veach other over said mln 
eral layer, said overlays casting shadow eifects 
in assembly when laid in overlapping courses to 
accentuate the configurations formed and to 
create connecting pockets and spaces between 
overlapping portions to aid in the air circulation 
and insulation of the roof. ̀ 
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